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Dear Friends,
There was a real URC crowd at Beamish for the 50th Anniversary Fun Day,
organised by the Northern Synod team. A crowd? The URC does not do
crowds!
And yet there were well over three hundred people in that marquee: too many
to count individually. A good number of folk from around the Durham and
Gateshead Group were there too; enjoying the weather, the living museum, and the fellowship. I met
people from the wider area who I had only met on Zoom before; others saw friends they hadn’t seen
for years. However, unlike most other URC gatherings, there were people we didn’t know and didn’t
get the chance to get to know—such is the nature of crowds.
There were plenty of crowds around Jesus too. Crowds followed him, pressing in on him for a miracle,
getting close to hear his words of wisdom. The Gospels make a point of contrasting the many who
clustered around Jesus in life, compared with the few who stayed with him even at the foot of the
cross—our faith teaches us that crowds can be fickle. Indeed, it is sometimes said to me wistfully that
there used to be so many more people at our churches. The crowds of old are no more, and they are
missed. But would we want to be part of a crowd again?
In crowd, people get lost. Individuals are subsumed into the collective—faces are absorbed into a mass
of humanity. From time to time this can be exhilarating: think of music concerts where hundreds and
thousands are absorbed in the moment. Playing the Pyramid Stage at Glastonbury would not have the
same prestige if there were just a handful of listeners. But the thing is that we people of faith are not
seeking worldly honour and fame: we do not seek to fill Wembley Stadium or anywhere else. Instead,
the individual matters.
Jesus, in the midst of his gatherings while surrounded by many, still saw the one—picking them out
from the mass of humanity to help the person who was more than just a face in the crowd. The woman
suffering from bleeding; Zacchaeus; many others who were singled out and saved. Christianity is
personal. But to span the bridge between the one and the many, the individual and the crowd, we have
congregations and within which are small groups.
I am delighted that fellowship gatherings are getting going again and that people are exploring meeting
together in small groups. This autumn will see further developments as we focus on growing as disciples
of Jesus. In addition, of course, are well established family and friendship circles at each church for
mutual support. The key for us all is to ensure, like Jesus, that no-one is overlooked and that all are
integrated (as much as they would want) as individuals as part of our wider groups.
Thankfully, churches are more than crowds—they are communities. Sometimes being part of a mass
of people is uplifting; other times we need to be recognised as individuals. Linking both are smaller
gatherings of congregations and small groups. Let’s continue to aspire to be part of crowds, while
building up congregations, and developing small groups.
Regards,

Marcus
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DATES FOR YOUR DIARY AND CHURCH NEWS
_________________________________________________________________________________
Ministerial Services – Revd. Marcus Hargis is contactable in the following ways:Phone: 0776 949 2629 and 0191 366 4930 (messages can be left on either).
Email: marcushargis@outlook.com For routine pastoral matters, please first approach your Elder.
Time of Sunday Services – 10.45 a.m.
To Zoom into the service remotely please use
Meeting ID: 766 703 2324. Password: DurhamURC.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

COPY DATE FOR THE SEPTEMBER REVIEW IS – SUNDAY 28th AUGUST 2022.
Please be aware when submitting articles that our Church Magazine goes on the website and is
available for anyone anywhere in the world to read.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Ally and Laura were married on Saturday 4 June in St. Mary's Church in St. Fagans, near Cardiff.
The reception was held in a marquee at Laura's family's farm nearby. We had a fabulous day and
everything went without a hitch. Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs. Alistair Cockburn.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Induction of the Revd Fiona Bennett,
Moderator of the URC General Assembly 2022-2023
After an introduction by the Assembly Retiring Moderator, the
Revd Clare Downing, together with an affirmation of faith,
prayers, promises and the signing of the Assembly Bible, the Revd
Fiona Bennett was inducted as the Moderator of the General
Assembly. Fiona was welcomed by the Revd Philip Brooks,
Deputy General Secretary for Mission, who said: “Know that you
are held in our love, support and prayers. We are blessed to walk
alongside you in this coming year.” [Thanks to Revd Ray Anglesea for this report. Editor]
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DATES FOR YOUR DIARY AND CHURCH NEWS
Hawick - 27th June 2022
Dear Members of United Reformed Church,
Waddington Street, Durham –
So sorry I could not come for 150 years celebration but I felt it
was a long day to sit in the car and the service, but was with
you all in thoughts and prayers – so pleased everything went well.
I so enjoyed the lovely picture of all my friends on the front of the magazine.
Do hope the memorial service went off well. Again I was with you all in
thoughts and prayers, thinking of my Dear friends.
I am doing well – Alex ‘ family are so good and kind – they are brilliant.
Thank you so much for the magazine. I do appreciate reading the news
and what is happening in the Church. How nice the Rev. Marcus Hargis
keeps in touch with me – much appreciated.
My thanks for everyone for visits. I look forward to seeing my friends
From Waddington Street very much. God Bless each and every one.
Jessie (Goodall)

The Property Group is hoping to form a small
working party with a view to repainting the
railings round the Church Garden.
Would anyone who might be willing to help
please contact either Malcolm Reay or
Ian Warburton.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Fliss Barker …
was commissioned as a Church Related Community
Worker (CRCW) at a beautiful service led by the
synod moderator, Revd Dave Herbert at Wooler
URC, on Saturday 23rd July at 2 p.m.
Guest preacher was the Revd Dr Rosalind Selby,
Principal of Northern College, Manchester.
Fliss completed part of her student training at the
Waddington Street Centre.
[Thanks to Revd Ray Anglesea for this report.]
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EDITOR’S LETTER
DEAR READERS,
Les and I visited St. Cuthbert’s Hospice
to collect In Memory Sunflowers we
had sponsored. The volunteer gardeners
do a splendid job in keeping the
grounds looking their best and also
maintain the greenhouse and fruit and
vegetable plots. We enjoyed freshly
made scones and coffee in the café
there and were made to feel so very
welcome.
We wandered through the small
Memory Garden which is very peaceful
and attractive, as you can see from the
photographs below.

Two cartoons which made me stop and think …

My thanks to anyone who has contributed to this month’s Review and, please, keep on sending your
news and articles to me - it is very much appreciated by me and readers of The Review.
Lucille Thomson
The next issue of The Review will be published on Sunday 4th September 2022.
Contributions please to Lucille Thomson at church or BY POST or Tel. 0191-3861052
or e-mail lesthomson@talktalk.net – no later than NOON on Sunday 28th August 2022.
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Notes from Elders’ Meeting held 6.30 p.m. on 7th JULY 2022
1. Marcus briefly welcomed everyone to the meeting, noting that 3 of
the elders were absent due to Covid. Marcus read from Scripture at the start of the Church meeting at
19h00, and only urgent matters were dealt with by elders before this.
2. Apologies for Absence: Kathleen Clasper, Ruth Cranfield, Doris Jackson, Richard Phua, Janet
Sarsfield and Janet Thornborrow.
3. Minutes of the last meeting held on Thursday 9 June 2022 were accepted as a true record.
4. Correspondence:
(i) Helen Cooper asked that care be taken to inform people if a service is being recorded, and that
consent be obtained if pictures taken of them are to appear online. This was AGREED.
(ii) Helen Cooper also requested that a statement of approval of the US Supreme Court’s Pro-Life ruling
be made, but we do not comment on legislation passed in other countries.
5. Ukrainian refugees: Janet Sarsfield has requested that toiletries and underwear (for men, women
and children) be collected and donated as needed. It was AGREED that a notice to this effect will be
placed in The Review and a suitable storage site found in the church.
6. District Reports: Reports were given with those mentioned to be remembered in prayer.
7. Poetry Workshop: This has been cancelled as Lizzie Lovejoy has been ill.
8. Date of next meeting: Thursday 8 September at 7 p.m. Kath to Chair; Val to take minutes.
_________________________________________________________________________________
NOTES FROM CHURCH MEETING HELD AT 7 P.M. ON THURSDAY 7 JULY 2022
1. Marcus welcomed everyone to the meeting, and read from Matthew 9. 35-38, saying that prayer
becomes all important as “the harvest is plentiful but the workers are few. Ask the Lord of the
harvest, therefore, to send out workers into his harvest field”. He then opened the meeting in prayer.
2. Following Jane Rowell’s Vision & Purpose meeting, our church should move on from what has
been done before, and she has challenged us to work on discipleship. Marcus summarised this in a
summary entitled “Flavours of Discipleship”. Suggestions included: recording church services for
those in hospital/unable to attend on Zoom; using a screen for those who learn from the visual and
not merely the auditory; healing services, where people go forward for a blessing; small group
discussions; promoting greater interaction with those outside the church.
3. Small Group Discussions:
It was AGREED that those interested in taking part in small groups should get together after the
meeting to decide on a suitable date/time, and discuss whether it should be for prayer, a bible study, a
discussion of the Sunday service, or a mixture of these. Marcus suggested a book on Discipleship,
which he can provide.
4. Sound System:
Marcus proposed an upgrade to the sound system to include screens and recording capabilities, to be
operated from a laptop or other device. The church meeting gave permission for quotes to be
obtained with the proviso that it must be simple to use. This was AGREED. The possibility of
recruiting an intern, to be paid from the legacy, was also raised, as was the need to bear in mind
copyright issues if the words of hymns are shown on screen.
5. Discipleship & Justice: This includes Eco Church and Commitment for Life.
• Churches Together have grants available of up to £3,000 to make church halls more eco-friendly.
Helen Cockburn reminded everyone that as members of an Eco Church we should all be behind
this and making changes at home.
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•
•
•

Fairtrade needs to be rebooted.
The issue of how to support those groups meeting in our church was raised, as many have
vulnerable members, rather than being just a “benevolent landlord” as we are at present.
Marcus also asked if a Church Related Community Worker had been considered before, to get
congregational members to work alongside, though admittedly they are in short supply.

6. 150th Anniversary Upgrade of Church Garden:
Malcolm Reay’s involvement here is key, as he has been in charge of this area for a long time. Ideas
raised included growing vegetables, making a sensory garden (eco-friendly), and putting in suitable
benches. It is important that its ongoing use for social interaction be discussed with the Waddington
Street Centre (hospitality). This patch of land, while small, is a signal that our church is open for
business, especially with our notices of support for Ukraine and news of Eco Church. It was
AGREED that Marcus will ask Malcolm Reay and Ray Anglesea to convene a meeting between
themselves, the Eco Church group, the Waddington Street Centre and other interested members to
discuss plans and find a common mind.
7. Closure: The meeting closed with the saying of the Grace to each other.
_________________________________________________________________________________
THE ONGOING STORY:
JOHN’S GOSPEL FOR TODAY
Part One: In the Beginning
When I was young, there was an epic battle. In one corner, those who watched Star Trek; in the other,
those who preferred Star Wars. Although I had grown up having seen both, I have always sided with
the Trekkies. Over time, what has happened to each sci-fi tribe is that the original has grown and
branched out into wider Star Wars or Star Trek universes of sequels, prequels, and spin-offs—as well
as fan fiction which adds countless short stories and novels into the mix. Borrowing from church
language, the idea of ‘canon’ has decided in each case what is in and what is out.
The canon of Biblical scripture is the agreed list of authoritative books of the Bible; the canon of Star
Trek and Wars is an agreed set of characters, plots, backstories, and so on—usually based on that
written by the original creators (Gene Roddenberry and George Lucas respectively). However, as these
science fiction franchises have expanded—boldly going into galaxies far, far away and beyond the
original stories—the canon of these fictional fantasies have been stretched. In contrast, thankfully, the
canon of the New Testament is settled and secure. It was not always the case: councils of the early
church had to discern whether to include texts such as the Gospel of Thomas, Epistle of Barnabas,
Shepherd of Hermas, and the Gospel of John. Of that list, only John is canon. But why, when all were
written—purportedly by apostles—around the same time?
Perhaps a brief hop back into the world of Star Trek might illuminate? I grew up in the time of the
motion pictures featuring Captain Kirk and of the series The Next Generation following Captain JeanLuc Picard. Student days were spent watching Deep Space Nine and Voyager (and studying, of course).
The canon was simple, though I was never a hardcore Trekkie to know every bit of trivia. But then the
franchise got complicated with prequels, sequels, and extra bits, and it shifted to channels for which
you had to pay extra—which I did not care for. But recently, prompted by some good reviews for the
latest series, I’ve got reacquainted with Star Trek: and I’ve found how radically different it is, and yet
still recognisably Star Trek.
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The latest shows play fast and loose with any notion of continuity or canon. Such is science fiction:
writers can get characters to do whatever they like—that’s the creativity of sci-fi as it holds a mirror up
to life as it is now. Star Trek is indeed fiction: a fantasy of speculation that plays around with reality—
and great fun it is too. However, Jesus is a fact and his message is true: a serious engagement with how
things really are to bring things in line with the loving nature of our Creator. Canon for Trekkies is a
diversion; canon for Christians keeps us on track with the divine purpose of life. I think John was
included as part of New Testament canon because it guides how future stories of faith should be lived
without limiting our stories to those that have already been told.
My guide throughout this short series of articles is an illuminating, and surprisingly readable,
commentary on John.1 With years of experience, Professor David Ford takes the view that the Gospel
involves us in the ongoing drama of Jesus, his ministry, and mission in the world. I find this view
inspiring; that the account of Jesus was written with the earlier Gospels in mind, but crafted in such a
way to emphasize how the early church—and we today—can continue in the work of Jesus, not through
a long list of what we ought to do, but through a vital relationship with Jesus.
Just as later stories of Star Trek (or Star Wars) depart radically from the original stories but remain
recognisably part of their franchises, so too our stories are not set in ancient Jerusalem but continue in
the here and now. The plots of our lives are different from those of the first disciples, but John helps us
to remain recognisably Christian. We cannot recreate the worlds of Matthew, Mark, or Luke—or
anyone else for that matter. Jesus did not call us to re-enact the Gospels but to follow him through our
own world. The Gospel of John helps us to navigate in such a way that enables us to remain faithful to
the essence of Jesus, empowered by the Holy Spirit to encounter God in new and fresh ways today and
every day.
We start, not with the Prologue of chapter one but with observations on an episode towards the end of
the Gospel. My point being that as the story continues with us, it makes sense to take a look during the
hand-over; when the era of Jesus on earth gave way to the era of Jesus and Spirit guiding those on earth.
“One of the twelve disciples, Thomas (nicknamed the Twin), was not with the others when
Jesus came. They told him, “We have seen the Lord!” But he replied, “I won’t believe it
unless I see the nail wounds in his hands, put my fingers into them, and place my hand into
the wound in his side.”
Eight days later the disciples were together again, and this time Thomas was with them.
The doors were locked; but suddenly, as before, Jesus was standing among them. “Peace
be with you,” he said. Then he said to Thomas, “Put your finger here, and look at my hands.
Put your hand into the wound in my side. Don’t be faithless any longer. Believe!”
“My Lord and my God!” Thomas exclaimed.
Then Jesus told him, “You believe because you have seen me. Blessed are those who believe without
seeing me.”2

1
2

David Ford, “The Gospel of John: A Theological Commentary” (Baker Academic: 2021)
John 20: 24-29 NLT
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In John’s Gospel there are very few Beatitudes, ‘blessed are those who…’ Foot-washing is one;
believing without seeing is another. Belief is a major theme throughout. Indeed, chapter twenty
concludes with the line, “The disciples saw Jesus do many other miraculous signs in addition to the
ones recorded in this book. But these are written so that you may continue to believe that Jesus is the
Messiah, the Son of God, and that by believing in him you will have life by the power of his name.”3
The three gospels of Matthew, Mark and Luke may well have been widely known to readers of John.
Hence there was no reason to repeat the contents again. Instead, the focus shifts to those who ‘continue
to believe’, those who believe without seeing, those born after the time of Jesus on earth—in other
words, the focus shifts to us. Indeed, the Gospel of John concludes with the verse, “Jesus also did many
other things. If they were all written down, I suppose the whole world could not contain the books that
would be written.”4
Jesus through the Holy Spirit is continuing the story through us. We are not eyewitnesses to a man who
used to live in a small corner of the Middle East two-thousand years ago; our role is not to re-enact that
story exactly, but to reimagine that story for today. We therefore are eye-witnesses to the risen Lord
Jesus who circulates among us in Spirit and in Truth.
To be faithful to the original story, we need guidance—which is where John’s Gospel comes in. If our
task was to copy Jesus in every detail, then the Synoptic Gospels would be sufficient to tell the story
(though recreating it would not be an easy task!) However, our mission is to continue ‘the ongoing
drama’, to use Professor Ford’s phrase, with the Fourth Gospel as a guide to ensure our authenticity.
John is part of New Testament Canon to ensure that even if our stories take radically different twists
and turns, we will still be recognisably Christian.
But is this not a daunting prospect? A major responsibility for our lives, which we might not feel
equipped to fulfil? A look at the disciple Thomas’ response could encourage us. He starts sceptical: for
some reason he was not with the others when Jesus appeared to them. Thomas had his reasons and we
can speculate that maybe he was drifting away from the core of the community; not for nothing is he
called Doubting Thomas. This might be a bit harsh because Thomas did re-join the disciples behind
locked doors a second time. Those perceived as going cold on a project are rarely allowed back into an
inner circle, in the way Thomas was trusted. So, Jesus pops in to see the disciples and Thomas responds,
not by putting his finger in any wounds, but by exclaiming: “My Lord and my God!” This declaration
is the culmination of themes spread throughout the Gospel: who Jesus is; and how to follow him in
Spirit and Truth. ‘My Lord’ could also be written as ‘my leader’: our guide on the Way to True Life.
‘My God’ recognises that Jesus is God, that Jesus and the Father are one as is the Holy Spirit, breathed
upon disciples then and now. Thomas was on the right track and the Gospel is canon because people
have recognised God’s inspiration in the help that it brings to us one and all.
So in this series of articles I’ll be highlighting the pointers that John gives, applying them to today’s
stage, and inviting us all to write the next chapters in the Ongoing Story of Jesus.
________________________
3
John 20: 30-31
4
John 21: 25
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Exploring Iona – part 1.
Arriving at Iona after a bumpy ferry crossing, we opted to explore the North end of the island first
and set off towards Iona Abbey before the tourist hordes arrived an hour or so later. Along the way
we passed a newly mown hayfield and some organic gardens.

We visited St. Orans chapel and the surrounding graveyard, where Scottish, Irish, Norwegian and
French kings, as well as clan chiefs are said to be buried. We also visited the grave where the late
Labour leader, John Smith is buried. The site is marked by a very unusual stone, with the words –
“An Honest Man’s The Noblest Work of God” inscribed on it.
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The abbey was undergoing maintenance works and has scaffolding visible from most angles.

The tarmac road continues past small farms and scattered houses, with the highest point on Iona
nearby. Where the road ends, grassy footpaths cross the Machair in all directions. What a pleasure
to wander along these paths, surrounded by wildflowers, with only a few fellow explorers in sight in
the distance. We followed one path and crossed some low sand dunes to find ourselves at a white
sand beach, where we settled down out of the breezes to take in the Hebridean views and have a light
snack.

After a while, we
could see the
promised rain
clouds in the
distance and put on
waterproofs in
anticipation of a
soaking. For a
short time, we could
see one of the most
wonderful scenes,
with white sand,
pale blue sea, dark
rocks and dark sky,
combining to make
a typical Hebridean
view. Soon after, on our way back to the village, it rained heavily, and we did indeed get soaked
until the sun returned 10 minutes later.
Angus and Jan Robson.
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Exploring Iona – part 2.
Arriving back in the village, we were met by a crowd of tourists who had just disembarked from the
ferry and were wondering where to go next. They seem to have an hour or two to see the “sights”.
Many seemed more interested in their mobile phones than seeing the beauty of their surroundings.
They don’t know what they are missing.
We set off along the coastal
road, passing scattered
whitewashed houses and fields
of wildflowers, and turned to
cross the island to where the
tarmac ended at the golf course,
which must be one of the most
scenic anywhere. It is covered
by a never-ending carpet of
wildflowers where sheep and
cattle graze and is bordered on
one side by the ocean, where
waves roll up onto soft shellsand beaches.
A faint foot-worn path led us across the golf course towards some low craggy hills and as it gained
height, the views opened out behind us to reveal rocky islets with waves breaking against the rocks.

Eventually, the path left the grassy fairways and became a very rough vehicle track, leading to a small
lochan, which supplies drinking water for the island.

The vehicle track ends at the lochan and from there, a rough path crosses moor land before dropping
down towards the bay where Saint Columba first landed at the end of his long journey from Ireland in
563AD.
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The bay, when we visited, was a wild place, with big waves crashing against the tiny rocky islets and
rolling up the pebble beach. It was clear that the seas can be ferocious, as huge quantities of rocks
and pebbles have been washed up as far as 100m from the sea. Someone had made a pattern of
stones on the grass.

Iona is also known for its marble, which can be polished and sold as jewellery. It is thought to be
lucky, and many Scots fishermen wouldn’t leave port without a piece of marble. Iona marble is also
said to have healing powers, so we searched the beach and found a few small pebbles to take home
with us.
The weather brightened up again as we returned and the views along the golf course and out to sea
were even better than before. Back at the village, with tourists milling around, lost for something to
do, we sought out a quiet corner of the bay, away from the crowds to sit in the sun until the ferry
arrived.

Angus and Jan Robson
[Many thanks for sharing your wonderful experience on Iona with readers of The Review. Editor]
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A Grand Day Out: URC Northern Synod Celebrates its 50th Anniversary
at Beamish, the Living Museum of the North East of England.
Over 400 church members and friends from across the URC Northern Synod came together
at the world-famous Open-Air Museum, Beamish, Co. Durham to celebrate the 50th
anniversary of the United Reformed Church. It was a joyous and wonderful occasion with
glorious sunshine throughout the day.

Friends were warmly welcomed from 10 a.m. onwards and left to explore the many buildings
and features of the museum before meeting up at 12.30 p.m. for lunch in the URC Marquee.
An afternoon brass band entertained visitors in the Park’s bandstand.

It was a particular joy to visit Front Street, opened in February 2022, as part of the ‘Remaking
Beamish Project’ which was awarded £10.9 million by The National Lottery Heritage Fund in
2016. The terrace set in the 1950s features John’s Café, a recreation of the popular café from
Wingate; Middleton’s Quality coal fired Fish and Chip shop, from Middleton St. George, near
Darlington, and Elizabeth’s Hairdresser’s, a recreation of an end-terrace shop from Bow Street
in Middlesbrough. The street also featured a recreation of the 1950s home of celebrated
North East artist Norman Cornish who lived in the then Spennymoor settlement.
The Leasingthorne Colliery Welfare Hall and Community Centre is a replica of the
Leasingthorne Colliery Welfare Hall and Community Centre, built near Bishop Auckland in
1957, the model complete with its 1950s baby clinic. Of note too is the hall’s 1950s-style
kitchen, including replica worktops made in the Formica Group factory in North Shields.
It too was a pleasure to visit the former mediaeval church of
St. Helen’s, Eston, Middlesbrough, demolished in 1998 and
rebuilt in the grounds of Pockerley Old Hall in 2011 with
boxed pews donated from St. Andrew’s Church in
Wiveliscomb, Somerset following a reordering of the church.
The church was opened to the public in November 2015 with
a memorial service held for Beamish’s founder, Dr. Frank
Atkinson CBE. A commemorative plaque to his memory is
found on the wall behind the altar.
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A delicious packed lunch with tea and coffee, courtesy of Northern Synod, was provided
later in the URC Marquee. Many took the opportunity of having a picnic around the large
tent in the glorious sunshine. After lunch an inspiring 3 p.m. all age service on the theme
‘Faith, Hope and Love’ was led by members of the Synod team. A truly beautiful, creative
and inclusive act of worship.
It was lovely to meet up with friends from the synod during the day and in the afternoon time
of worship.
In true birthday spirit, party bags containing goodies together with 50th
anniversary cakes were available to take home.

An unforgettable day. Thank you and applause to Team Synod for their hard work.
A very special and memorable day indeed, enjoyed by all.
Revd. Ray Anglesea, July 2022

[Thank you Ray for sharing this report. Editor]
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The remarkable story of how that enduring world famous album,
‘The Sound of Silence’ by Simon and Garfunkel came to be
released.
“Hello darkness, my old friend…”
Everybody knows the iconic Simon and Garfunkel song, but do you
know the amazing story behind the first line of The Sound of Silence?
It began 62 years ago, when Arthur “Art” Garfunkel, a Jewish kid from
Queens, enrolled in Columbia University. During freshman orientation,
Art met a student from Buffalo named Sandy Greenberg, and they immediately bonded over their
shared passion for literature and music. Art and Sandy became roommates and best friends. With the
idealism of youth, they promised to be there for each other no matter what. Soon after starting
college, Sandy was struck by tragedy. His vision became blurry and although doctors diagnosed it as
temporary conjunctivitis, the problem grew worse. Finally, after seeing a specialist, Sandy received
the devastating news that severe glaucoma was destroying his optic nerves. The young man with
such a bright future would soon be completely blind. Sandy was devastated and fell into a deep
depression. He gave up his dream of becoming a lawyer and moved back to Buffalo, where he
worried about being a burden to his financially-struggling family. Consumed with shame and fear,
Sandy cut off contact with his old friends, refusing to answer letters or return phone calls. Then
suddenly, to Sandy’s shock, his buddy Art showed up at the front door. He was not going to allow
his best friend to give up on life, so he bought a ticket and flew up to Buffalo unannounced. Art
convinced Sandy to give college another go, and promised that he would be right by his side to make
sure he didn’t fall - literally or figuratively.
Art kept his promise, faithfully escorting Sandy around campus and effectively serving as his eyes. It
was important to Art that even though Sandy had been plunged into a world of darkness, he should
never feel alone. Art actually started calling himself “Darkness” to demonstrate his empathy with his
friend. He’d say things like, “Darkness is going to read to you now.” Art organized his life around
helping Sandy. One day, Art was guiding Sandy through crowded Grand Central Station when he
suddenly said he had to go and left his friend alone and petrified. Sandy stumbled, bumped into
people, and fell, cutting a gash in his shin. After a couple of hellish hours, Sandy finally got on the
right subway train. After exiting the station at 116th street, Sandy bumped into someone who quickly
apologized - and Sandy immediately recognized Art’s voice! Turned out his trusty friend had
followed him the whole way home, making sure he was safe and giving him the priceless gift of
independence. Sandy later said, “That moment was the spark that caused me to live a completely
different life, without fear, without doubt. For that I am tremendously grateful to my friend.” Sandy
graduated from Columbia and then earned graduate degrees at Harvard and Oxford. He married his
high school sweetheart and became an extremely successful entrepreneur and philanthropist.
While at Oxford, Sandy got a call from Art. This time Art was the one who needed help. He’d
formed a folk-rock duo with his high school pal Paul Simon, and they desperately needed $400 to
record their first album. Sandy and his wife Sue had literally $404 in their bank account, but without
hesitation Sandy gave his old friend what he needed. Art and Paul's first album was not a success,
but one of the songs, The Sounds of Silence, became a number 1 hit a year later. The opening line
echoed the way Sandy always greeted Art. Simon and Garfunkel went on to become one of the most
beloved musical acts in history.
The two Columbia graduates, each of whom has added so much to the world in his own way, are still
best friends. Art Garfunkel said that when he became friends with Sandy, “my real life emerged. I
became a better guy in my own eyes, and began to see who I was - somebody who gives to a friend.”
Sandy describes himself as “the luckiest man in the world.”
Adapted from Sandy Greenberg’s memoir: “Hello Darkness, My Old Friend: How Daring Dreams and Unyielding
Friendship Turned One Man’s Blindness into an Extraordinary Vision for Life."

[Thanks to Reverend Ray Anglesea for this heart-warming true story.]
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Sanford "Sandy" David Greenberg (born December 13, 1940) is an
American inventor, author, public servant, and philanthropist most well
known for his efforts toward the goal of ending blindness. Born in
Buffalo, New York, the oldest of four children, his father Albert was a
tailor who died of a heart attack in 1946. Greenberg entered Columbia
University in 1958 on a full scholarship where he roomed with Art
Garfunkel and Jerry Speyer. Misdiagnosed glaucoma caused his
eyesight to fail during the first semester of his junior year in college, and
in January 1961 his vision failed completely. With Art Garfunkel’s
encouragement and help, Greenberg returned to Columbia in September 1961, made up the semester
he had lost, and graduated with his class as its president and Phi Beta Kappa. In 1965, Greenberg
received a master's degree and a PhD in government from Harvard University, and attended Harvard
Law School. He spent 1964–1965 at University of Oxford as one of 24 Marshall Scholars named
that year, and then received an MBA from Columbia Business School in 1966, while also serving as
an Assistant Professor in its Department of Public Law and Government.
Greenberg launched his first company, International Communications Associates, in the field of the
technology of information processing. In 1966, Greenberg developed and got patents on an
electronic device which speeds up the reproduction of words from recordings without distorting any
sound. In 1966 Greenberg was named one of the ten “Outstanding Young Men” of America by
the United States Junior Chamber. Greenberg was also one of 17 young Americans selected to be
White House Fellows in the Lyndon Johnson administration. While serving as a Fellow, Greenberg
formed a close friendship with David Rockefeller, who had helped found the Program and became
Greenberg’s mentor. In 1968, with $2 million raised from Wall Street financial institutions,
Greenberg launched EDP (Electronic Data Processing), a systems-analysis company headquartered in
Washington, DC. In July 1969 the company helped develop the on-board computer system
for Apollo 11’s lunar excursion module. In October 1969, The Washington Post reported that EDP
was worth $80 million. The final EDP design, patented in 1969, was licensed to Sony, General
Electric, Matsushita, and other manufacturers of audio equipment.
In May 1974, the Young Presidents' Organization named Greenberg its first Man of the Year while he
was serving on the board of Ben-Gurion University of the Negev and as a director of the Capital
Centre (Landover, Maryland), and as a partner of the Washington Capitals. Greenberg added a
second sports venue to his real-estate interests in 1976 when he purchased the Richfield Coliseum,
home of the Cleveland Cavaliers. In 1983, Greenberg founded T.E.I. Industries. As a past director
of the National Committee on U.S.-China Relations and a longstanding member of the Council on
Foreign Relations, Greenberg was a founding director of the “American Agenda: A Report to the
Forty-First President of the United States,” George H. W. Bush, chaired by Presidents Carter and
Ford. In 1994, Bill Clinton appointed Greenberg to the National Science Board, and in 1996, he
became chairman of the federal Rural Healthcare Corporation created by Congress. In 2012, he
announced the Greenberg Prize, a three-million-dollar prize to go to the scientists who contributed the
most toward the cause of ending blindness. This gained wide recognition in 2014 when it was
granted a featured session on the agenda of the World Economic Forum in Davos, Switzerland. In
2020, the Greenberg Prize was awarded to 13 scientists and researchers.
In 2016, Greenberg was inducted into the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. In 2020,
Greenberg released his memoir Hello Darkness, My Old Friend published by Post Hill Press,
distributed by Simon & Schuster. Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg contributed a warm foreword to the
memoir. Hello Darkness, My Old Friend also includes an introduction from Art Garfunkel and a
“Final Word” from novelist Margaret Atwood. The audiobook version of the book is also read by Art
Garfunkel. Greenberg married Susan Roseno in August 1962, in Buffalo. Art Garfunkel is
godfather to their three children. Greenberg has been notable for his refusal to avail himself of the
most common aids for the blind such as a companion dog, a cane, or the use of Braille. Greenberg
also plays basketball. He has written that although he cannot see, he can feel people moving in
waves around him and orient himself toward the basket. For more than 50 years, Greenberg has also
been collecting art that he cannot see, including pieces by Frank Stella, Picasso, and Rembrandt.
[Information from Wikipedia.]
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‘Amazing Grace’ Celebrates its 250th Anniversary
All eyes are set to be on the market town of Olney, Buckinghamshire
from July 2022 to July 2023, when the town will be at the centre of
commemorations to mark the 250th anniversary of one of the world’s
most beloved hymns, ‘Amazing Grace’.
Composed by the Reverend John Newton in the weeks leading up to
his New Year’s Day service at St Peter & St Paul Church on 1st January
1773, the hymn – in various different musical styles – has gone on to
inspire countless people and has even become known in America as the nation’s “Spiritual
Anthem”.

St Peter and St Paul’s, Olney

Names of Vicars

John Newton and his wife’s tombstone

It is a beautiful hymn; an old-world English hymn that has been used by everybody, in every
church across the world. White churches, Black churches; the Black Gospel Tradition
transformed it. It speaks of something that is there for all of us. Something that we share.
Barack Obama talks about why he chose to sing ‘Amazing Grace’ at the funeral in Charleston
after the shootings there in 2015 in his best-selling book ‘Renegades: Born in the USA,’
published in October 2021 with Bruce Springsteen (Author).
Members of Olney URC are leading a
community-based project to create a quilt
for the 250th Anniversary of the writing of
the hymn. Central to the design is the first
verse of ‘Amazing Grace, written in the
original font style. The design of the quilt
reflects an original quilt from the 1770s,
using a similar colour scheme and picking
out the English paper pieced hexagons in
the design of ‘a grandmother’s garden’.
Once finished, the quilt will be available to be displayed in venues around Olney and events
around the World. Let’s hope it can travel nearly as far as the hymn itself.
(Check out: https://cowperandnewtonmuseum.org.uk)
Revd Ray Anglesea, July 2022
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PREACHERS FOR AUGUST
7th
14th
21st
28th

AND

Charles and Alison Jolly
Mrs. Barbara Ledger
Deacon Jane Middleton
Pauline James

Date
AUGUST
2022

SEPTEMBER
2022

SEPTEMBER 2022
4th
11th
18th
25th

Revd Ray Anglesea
Revd Marcus Hargis COMMUNION
Meg Thomson
Mrs. Jackie Haws

Elders

Door Duty

7th

Mrs. J. Thornborrow
Mrs. H. Cockburn

Mrs. V. Hodgson

14th

Mrs. J. Sarsfield
Mr. R. Phua

Mr. M. Reay

21st

Mr. S. Ogilvie

Mrs. D. Jackson

28th

Mrs. K. Ogilvie
Mrs. V. Hodgson

Mrs. W. Surtees

4th

Mrs. D. Jackson
Mrs. K. Clasper

Miss B. Tinsley

11th

Mr. R. Todd
Mrs. H. Cockburn

Mrs. K. Clasper

18th

Mrs. J. Thornborrow
Mrs. J. Sarsfield

Mrs. H. Cockburn

25th

Mr. S. Ogilvie
Mr. R. Phua

Mr. and Mrs. R. Todd

Please arrange your own replacement if unable to carry out your duty on the given date.

COFFEE ROTA AUGUST
7th
14th
21st
28th

Win Surtees, Kath Ogilvie
Yvonne Melville, Doris Jackson
Helen Cockburn, Lucille Thomson
Kathleen Clasper, Barbara Tinsley

AND

SEPTEMBER 2022
4th
11th
18th
25th

Malcolm Reay, Anne Cramb
Ki and Ray Anglesea
Fred Robinson
Alison and Charles Jolly

Please arrange your own replacement if unable to carry out your duty on the given date.

FLOWER ROTA – AUGUST AND
7th
14th
21st
28th

VACANCY
Mrs. H. Durell
Mrs. K. Clasper
Mr. I. and Mrs. S. Warburton

SEPTEMBER 2022
4th
11th
18th
25th

Revd J. and Mrs. H. Durell
VACANCY
Dr. M. Munro
Mrs. H. Cockburn

Please arrange your own replacement if unable to carry out your duty on the given date.

A ROYAL INVITATION
If you were invited as guest of the Queen,
Think of the thrill it would be,
You would wonder why or what it could mean,
Your eyes would be dancing with glee.
But why am I chosen? I’d still hear you say,
I haven’t done anything great,
My life is so humdrum, day after day,
And housework, I’ve grown to hate.
I’m sorry your question I cannot explain,
The answer is far beyond me,
But one thing I know, the matter seems plain,
You couldn’t refuse, you’ll agree,
And yet she invites you to come as you are,
Regardless of status or creed,
Suppose this was true, and you drove in your car,
To the palace, to meet her indeed.
My friend let me tell you some wonderful news,
That of a far greater King,
Who invites you to come, and not to refuse,
His glorious praises to sing.
This King sits enthroned and ruling this hour,
Over all earthly sceptres and crowns,
His riches are grace and wisdom and power,
And a love which has measureless bounds.
A Way He provides, and all those who come,
Must fulfil the conditions therein,
Which is simply to trust in the work He has done,
To redeem and to cleanse them from sin.
You’re promised a place in His palace so fair,
Whatever your earthly estate,
He wants you to come and to dwell with Him there,
Oh answer before it’s too late.
Accept this kind offer all people of earth,
Of a royal adoption today,
You’ll have life more abundant and full of real worth,
If Jesus you trust and obey.

R.S.V.P.
[From “Rainbows Through the Rain”]
[by Dorothy Anderson]
[Used here by kind permission of the Author.]

